[Microdialysis cerebral. Main application of this technique].
Microdialysis cerebral technique has been widely employed in order to study the neurotransmitter release. This technique present numerous advantages such as: allow to work with sample in vivo from animals freely moving, by means of microdialysis can be infused simultaneously different drugs in different points implanted probes in several coordinates; also allow carry out pharmacokinetics studies that show correlation with behavior patter as well as to study metabolic changes, which is not possible when this determination are carry out in tissue, in post mortem stadio. In the present work is carry out a review about the main results obtaining in the sensitization and abstinence to several drug study and approach to biochemical characteristics to Parkinson s disease (PD) by means of microdialysis technique. In relation to sensibilization studies, the temporal changes in different behavior pattern that modify after amphetamine administration have been studied. Microdialysis study allowed correlationate dopamine concentration with behavior pattern above mentioned. In relation with PD, dopamine concentration after systemic and central (intracerebral) administration of levodopa and another dopaminergic drugs have been studied in different nucleus of basal ganglia as well as its respectively behavior correlates.